How the new concept has changed networks between the characters?

By Liubov Gerasenko & Varvara Rodchina
Both Ocean's 11 and Ocean's Eleven are comedies about 11 men robbing the most famous casinos in Vegas.

Sammy Davis Jr. plays “Josh Hamilton” in the original film and Don Cheadle plays “Basher Tarr” in the remake.

Dean Martin plays “Sam Hamilton” the one Ocean trusts completely. In the remake, this character is “Rusty Ryan” played by Brad Pitt.

Frank Sinatra plays the leader “Danny Ocean”, in the remake the filmmakers cast George Clooney as “Danny Ocean”.

Peter Lawford plays “Jimmy Foster” & Matt Damon plays “Linus Caldwell”, son of famous thief Bobby Caldwell.
The simple graphs from Easy Linavis (Simple Network Visualization)
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Hope it was even a little bit interesting for you!

Foto materials and facts collection was taken from https://serendipitousanachronisms.wordpress.com